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Proposed thermal requirements were developed for manufactured (mobile) homes in response to
legislation requiring the u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to update its
thermal standards for manufactured homes. A life-cycle cost minimization from the consumer's (owner's)
perspective was used to establish the consumers optimum. The life-cycle cost analysis, the resulting
maximum overall U-value, and the impact of the new requirements are discussed. Guidelines are
suggested for developers of future standards.

Introduction

The approach used in developing the proposed standard
revision was a cost-benefit analysis in which the costs of
energy efficiency measures (EEMs) were balanced against
the benefits of energy savings 0 The resulting optimum
specified an overall level of energy conservation in terms
of a building shell U-value (thermal transmittance) that
ensured the lowest total of construction and operating
costs to the owner of a manufactured home. This life
cycle cost optimization was performed for a large number
of cities in the U.s. The resulting U-values were grouped
into four zones with state boundaries, each zone having a
specific U-value reaUlr~em(~nt.

Ii-@nllllClll11UV and Development Act of 1987
1...... ..,.."""'................. 1987) and the accompanying conference reports

1987; CRS 1987) define the type of optimization
method used to set the standard. (The Congressional
lI.t' &::ilI'll"'_"II"'1i"~ provided additional clarification of the ReDA and
were treated as requirements.) By Congressional mandate,
the optimization methodology should be chosen to "ensure
the lowest total of construction and operating costs."
(HCDA 1987). The methodology should "result in the
lowest possible total cost taking into consideration down
payment, fmancing, construction, and energy costs" (CRH
1987). The method was described as "a life cycle cost
analysis" (CRS 1987).

Life-cycle cost (LCC) methods were used to compare the
total long-ron (present value) dollar costs of several
alternatives, with the least cost alternative usually the
preferred alternatives The Lee method sums the (dis
counted) costs and benefits of the investment, which, in
tum, are calculated based on existing and forecasted

Methodology and Input
arameters Used inevelopment

Proposed new u.s. Department of Housing and Urban
Development energy-efficiency standards were
developed for manufactured homes (also known as mobile
or HUD-code homes). These energy-efficiency standards
were developed based on a cost-benefit analysis where the
costs of energy efficiency measures (EEM) were balanced
against the benefits of energy savings to yield the
minimum total cost to the consumer. The new standard
reduces the average envelope U-value by about
nnf'~-rnlTn_ with a similar reduction in energy cODsumptioDe
This standard is of all other
manufactured home standards and mandatory for the
aPl)foX!rnatelv ",""V""'",V'l.IV manufactured homes buHt tln11n~U"

in the United States$ This paper outlines the development
and characterizes the of the proposed manufactured
home energy-efficiency standard$ The last of the
paper focuses on recommendations to of future
stmdards$

the and
ment Act of 1987 'l.-"- ........-"~Jl. ..... 1 ~.::"'1"'II111·1II1i"'11'U1ln

of and Urban to revise energy
conservation standards for manufactured housing \. .................""""' ... A

eRR CRS 1987)~ HUD brought the Pacific
North\vest under contract to assist in

a revision to the energy conservation
reQUirement in the HUD's existing Manufactured Home
Construction and Safety Standards (MHCSS) (24 CPR

The standard is documented in more detail in other
et alo Conner and 1992; Lee

Introduction
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economic parameters. For the analysis to be credible, the
parameters must properly reflect present or expected
market conditions.

The elements of the generic Lee method are shown
below. All costs and benefits are computed in present
value dollars.

Life-cycle cost = Initial investment + Energy costs
+ Maintenance costs - Resale value

The first element, the initial costs for the purchase and
financing of manufactured home EEMs, is the primary
cost. A reduction in the second element, energy costs, is
the primary benefit of the standard.

Automated Re~Sgaerrtla. Energy Standard

The use of software containing a life-cycle cost model, a
cost-minimization model, and a building thermal energy
simulation model can speed development of a building
energy standard; all three of these functions are performed

the Automated Residential Energy Standard (ARES)
(LDrtz and Taylor 1989). The ARES software is a com

program developed for the U.S. Department of
specifically for the of resi-

dential energy conservation standards. Given a set of
energy and EEM cost parame
ters for a building at a specific location, ARES identifies
the set of EEMs that minimizes homeowners' total life-

cost. ARES removes the for
energy simulations because simulation

(actually a of a database of
Sill1Ul~itl(J,ns) is internal to ARES.

The Automated Residential Standard generates an
oD1:lm'um set of EEMs for a home in a specific city using
a and energy ARES does not

VIfIJ'_JIULU.WA..!l..A U-value for a group of cities or a
climate zone~ The of the individual oo«:im'um
V-values into climate zone values is done as a separate
series of that are described later"

Financial and Economic Parameters

Selection of a number of and energy
Dalran:let~~r values was necessary to develop the cost-

effective manufactured standards.

to Parameter
ije~~eCJrl01~~ Statutory requirements affected. the selection of

The standard was developed using "costs to
the manufactured. home owner" 1987). Therefore,
all costs and benefits were calculated from the
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homeowner's perspective. The costs and benefits were
considered for the "home over its estimated useful life"
(CRR 1987). This is clarified as "the effective physical
life of the structure" (CRS 1987). Therefore, the period of
analysis was the manufactured home's physical lifetime.

Finance Parameters $ Because most new manufactured
homes purchased are fmanced, several financing parame
ters were required. Most of these parameters were estab
lished based on sources that surveyed the financing
practices of the industry. A few of the parameters had to
be established by querying experts. The finance parame
ters are the mortgage interest rate, loan term, down
payment, points, and loan fees. A mortgage interest rate
of 14% was selected for this analysis, based on rates in
recent years. Based on studies of manufactured home
fmancing (Gates 1986, p. 4; Foremost Insurance Group
1988, p. 18), a loan term of 14 year's was selected. A
down payment of 15 % was used in the analysis (Gates
1986, p. 13). Based on personal communications with a
number of experts, the points and loan fees imposed by
the new EEMs were estimated to total 1%.

Economic Parameters!> A discount rate, inflation rate,
period of analysis, and property tax were required to
define the new standard. The discount rate was most
difficult to establish because there was no clear correct
choice that most experts agreed on. (The discount rate
also has a significant impact on the fmal result.)

e Discount Rate

The discount rate is used to compute the present value
of future dollars, as required by the life-cycle cost
analysis. The discount rate is usually considered to
reflect either the best alternative use of the con
sumer's funds or the more ambiguous measure of the
consumer's preferences for spending their money in
the present or future (time value of money).

There were many alternatives on which a choice of
discount rate could have been based. There are
several alternative monetary investments for the
consumer, including u.s. Savings Bonds, passbook
savings accounts, and certificates of deposit (CDs).
The interest rates on these investments vary, but in
the aggregate range from about 3 % to 9%~

The consumer's "time value of money", or "implicit
discount rate" is more difficult to determine. The
consumer's implicit discount rate is usually imputed
by examining consumer purchasing behavior when
given a range of options at different prices and
energy-efficiencies. This purchasing behavior



demonstrates how much a consumer is willing to pay
in the present for future energy savings.. In practice,
discount rates are difficult to determine, with an
extremely wide range of discount rates having been
reported (EPRI 1988).. The rates also vary greatly
across individuals and income levels.. Often the
consumer lacks sufficient information to compare
options ..

Another possible rate is the rate charged for other
consumer debt, such as credit card purchases, because
consumers show their willingness to pay this rate by
using credit cards.. However, considering the fact that
many consumer payoff credit card bills before they
are charged interest, and that many credit cards have a
Ifgrace period If between the consumer purchase and
initiating the interest charge, the effective interest rate
is hard to judge and may be significantly lower than
the posted rate..

Another alternative "investment" for the consumer is
prepayment of the mortgage .. Using the criteria that
the discount rate should be compared to the con
sumer's alternative investments, specifically "The
discount rate should reflect the rate of return that will
be foregone if the project in question is undertaken
instead of the next best alternative investment oppor-

of similar risk; that is, it should reflect the
'opportunity cost' of the project." (Ruegg and Peter
sen 1987, ps This criterion requires selecting the
consumer's best available rate of return with compara
ble risk, the prepayment of mortgages The net rate
available to the homeowner with a 14% manufactured
home loan who deducts the interest from his taxes for
an "investment" in mortgage prepayment would
between 11&5% and 14% or about 6&5% to
9% The real discount rate of 7% (about 12%
nOltIllI:lal, if the 4~9% inflation rate is added) was used
in the anaLlVS1S because it is within this range and was
the rate used for Federal energy life-cycle
cost (7 % in the Act of

~ Period of Analysis

The statutory requirements for development of the
standard set the "estimated usefullife ff (CRH 1987) as
the period for the life-cycle cost analysis& This period
is clarified as the "effective physical life of the
structure" (CRS 1987).. Because the standard applies
to new manufactured homes, the estimated life was
that of a newly constructed home.. The average useful
life for new manufactured homes that are continuously
occupied has been most recently estimated at about 33
years (Gates 1986); this value was used in the
analysis ..

Energy Prices

Both current energy prices and energy price escalation
rates were required for the analysis.. The average residen
tial energy price used in each state for electricity, distillate
fuel oil, liquid petroleum gas and natural gas was
available from an Energy Information Agency (EIA)
report, State Energy Price and Expenditure Report (EIA
1988), which was updated for inflation..

Energy prices can be volatile and projection of future
energy prices is difficult. Because the useful life of a
manufactured home typically exceeds 30 years, the analy
sis is relatively insensitive to temporary changes in energy
prices, so only long-term energy prices need to be pro
jected.. The selection of energy prices was restricted to
published projections the Federal government.. The
residential energy escalation rates (real) were adapted
from a report prepared for the Federal Energy Manage
ment Program (FEMP) [National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) 1988] .. The energy escalation
rates for the 33-year period of analysis averaged:
o.~ o."''il''~~ ""11111"'11:1 Os0 % (constant); fuel oil, 2.. 5 %; natural gas,
2.0%; and 2 .. 3%& Another DOE source for energy
escalation rates projects similar but energy price
escalation rates 1989, ps 47) ..

Energy Efficiency easures
@ Inflation Rate

The inflation rate is used to convert between nominal
and real rates used in this analysis & The mortgage
interest rate is a nominal rate 0 The energy escalation
rates, described. later in this section, are real rates.. A
recent DOE base-case forecast of the long-range gross
national product (GNP) implicit price deflator is 4 .. 9%

Information Administration 1989, p.. 54),
which was used as the inflation rate for this analysis ..

A life-cycle cost analysis requires the definition of specific
EEM options .. EEMs are considered. alternative construc
tion options that can be compared to determine the most
cost-effective package of options that, in turn, provides
the basis for the proposed new standard.. The law and
accompanying documents set requirements that affect the
selection of the EEMs reported here~ The standard was to
be developed using "costs to the owner of a manufactured
home" (CRH 1987).. Therefore, an costs and benefits
were calculated as retail cost to the homeowner.. The
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R-values.. Once the ranges in which no construction
changes occurred were determined, the costs per change
in unit R-value (equivalent to the cost of incremental
insulation) were calculated. To estimate the incremental
cost of an the change in R-value from one EEM to
the next was multiplied by the cost per unit R-value
change and the prototype component area to produce the
component cost If a construction change was required,
the cost of the construction change was also included.
With variations, this method was used to determine the

wall, and floor costs for each EEM.

Determining Energy Efficiency RVle~as~ure

Options

The legislative requirement to consider the "factory
construction techniques of manufactured homes" (ReDA
1987) was interpreted to mean consideration of only those
EEMs used a of the manufac-
tured home Operationally, we translated this
gtll.delme to the requirement that, to include an EEM in
our analysis, at least four manufacturers must have
1I"p.1"'lin1l"t~ti in our surveys that a specific EEM option was
offered in one of their homes. Although consistent with
~ ~~s~~ ~

that EEMs be in current commercial use
rather than feasible eliminated a number of
EEMs that have been demonstrated to be technically
feasible demonstration programs (e.g .. , higher levels of
floor low-e windows), such as those sponsored

BPA 1986; Riewer 1988).

Window costs were estimated based on the manufacturer
window survey described previously .. A regression analy
sis was to calculate the incremental cost for
each. window characteristic se}:)ar~ltejly

Energy efficiency measure option characteristics were
determined. for all manufactured home components .. These
components included ceilings, wans, floors, windows, and
doors .. Special considerations, which are discussed
applied. to space conditioning ducts, and
infiltration.. For each component, a list of EEM options
and associated characteristics (if appropriate) was
produced, including EEM description, cost,

and lifetime..

UOltarmrJlf! defensible EEM cost data is a common problem
for standards developers.. Common cost estimation
manuals do not include the EEM level resolution needed
for standards the manuals do not
include any data calculation of the cost of
windows or HVAC Cost ·data for the EEMs
used in the manufactured home came n~·rraa1M I'lliT

from national surveys of manufactured-home manufac
turers .. Most EEM cost data came from two surveys, a
1987 survey PNL for HUD and
Conner and a done for the Bonneville Power
Administration et aL A
tellepIlOl1le survey of manufacturers was also conducted in
1988 to collect data on window characteristics and costs

and Conner

was clarified in the
Congressional 1987) by requiring separate
consideration of single- and double-wide homes.. There
fore, the distinction between EEM characteristics for
single- and double-wide homes was made when
appropriate..

Energy
Required

The incremental costs of doors were estimated the
survey data and rej;'!~reS;Slc~n ~ln~I'v~l~_

A set of candidateEEMs was selected for use in the
based on the manufacturer surveys 0 These

measures constituted the included in the
cost An incremental cost was

defined for each measure. The overall V-values for wans,
and assemblies were calculated assumm2

constructions used in the rfbe window
and door U-values were defined based on ASHRAE
sources 0

The first in the anaLlv~l~ of the EEM
and floor cost data was to between the cost of

insulation and the construction
from 2x4 to 2x6 wall

reC1IUIJred at some to allow for
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infiltration EEMs in the standarde For these reasons, no
infiltration control EEMs were considered$

x OF xR = ~T/

Required insulation levels for external ducts were
developed in a different manner than the requirements for
other components$ ARES did not perform duct insulation
optimization and an ARES-type model for duct insulation
was not readily available$ Duct insulation requirements for
the proposed standard were set based on the ASHRAE
(1989 ASHRAE Fundamentals, p$ 32$12), the ANSI/
ASHRAE Standard 9OA-1980, and the Model Energy
Code [Council of American Building Officials (CABO)
1989, 503$9$1], all of which define a criterion for
determining a required insulation level as:

Optimum U-Values and U-Value
Zones

where Li.T is the design temperature differential between
duct air and duct surfacee These were applied to the HUD
zones based on MHCSS design temperatures and
ASHRAE climate data (ASHRAE 1989a, p$ 24$4 to
24$15)$ After rounding to the nearest common commercial
value for insulation, the requirements became R-4 for the
new zone 1 and R-8 in all other zones$ The existing HUD
standard requires R-4 insulation on external ducts
CPR 3280$715(a)(6) and (7»$ To address con
cerns of insulation compression, this R-value standard was
expressed as a nominal R-value installed per manufac
turer's specificatioD$

The statutory requirements for the standard expected that
HUD would establish "maximum transmission heat loss
coefficients (U-values) in a number of climate zones n

1987)e Current HUD requirements are also defmed
as overall U-value maximums for zones 9 The overall
U-value (Do) computation includes the contribution of
each building component -- ceilings, wans, floors, and
windows -- with the V-value (U) of each component
weighted by area (A) 9

This section describes the creation of the new maximunl
U-value zones$ This process started with ARES producing
separate U-value optimums for each energy/
equipment type, and prototype (single- and double-wide)e
These were aggregated in a series of steps to U-values for
four zones in the U$S$' which are shown later$ Separate
U-value requirements were expected for single- and
double-wide homes (CRR 1987); however, as discussed
below, the requirements for single- and double-wide
homes were very similar were ................il.fii>o> ..... '...... $

The law that the standard for alternative
pr2LCtl,CeS that result in net estimated energy consumption

to or less than the specified standardu (HCDA
1987)$ As of the compliance with this provision, the
standard included a method of giving manufacturers credit
for HVAC system.s that exceed the NAECA requirements;
the alternative allowed homes a U-value such that
the increased U-value allowed would balance the effi

from the increased heating/cooling

The use of high-efficiency heating and air conditioning
equipment (usually referred to as HVAC equipment) was a
possible EEM option$However, in contrast to the higher
R-value EEMs described previously, higher efficiency
space conditioning appliances were not considered because
there was no explicit requirement to consider them in the
law, the standard was an overall U-value, and the National
Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987 (NAECA)
(Public Law 100-12, March 17, 1987) sets minimum effi
ciency standards that will apply to manufactured homes$
Although the NAECA does not limit HUD's authority to
require higher equipment efficiency (it does limit state and
local authority), the NAECA does provide a single appli
ance efficiency standard for the United States and this was
deemed sufficient as a base requirement$ The NAECA
minimums were assumed for the analysis$ The efficiencies
were: electric furnace, 100%; fossil fuel furnace, 75%
annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE); heat pump, 6$6

season factor and 9$7 sea-
sonal energy ratio (SEER); and air conditioner,
9$7 SEER$

The life-cycle cost analysis included the cost of replacing
EEMs in the year that they are projected to be replaced$
Insulation (51 years), windows (30 years), and storm
doors and windows (15 years) lifetimes were based on a
Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Develop
ment report (MDEED 1984)$

Infiltration and ·III..ilWU'Ili.@i.1i.:»

""",i"'t'1I~1!'3nl'1'''lI1 measures that would lower infiltration
COllSHler,oo. but based on several concems$

'H1"'1rs:antlu many new manufactured homes are relatively
so further tightening have significant

AA.lUl.g"''''''''..... \V1o,;, on occupant heaIthe The recommendation
of ventilation standards to mitigate health effects of very
low levels of infiltration was difficult based on the current

and would require further study 8 There
were also practical concerns with measuring infiltration
rates and assigning responsibility in the event of non
COlnpJllaIJlce$ No requirement was present in either
the legislation or the Congressional Report to include
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standard.

@ HUD's Minimum Standards (MPS)

@ American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers, SPC 9Os2 on Residential

Standards 1989b).

Two groups have also circulated proposed new energy
standards for comment by their members and the public:

$ HUD Title ll-E (30-year requires that the home
include land)

Comparison to Other Standards

e Manufactured Housing Institute's
Manufactured Home Construction and Safety
Standards Consensus Committee (Levy 1989)

There are several existing standards that can be used for
comparison to the revised HUD standard:

@ HUD's Title VI (regulates most manufactured homes)

The various standards are not directly The
different standards are defmed. in terms of several
geographical zones (groups of states) or based on various
ranges of heating degree dayss The simplest basis for

is to look at the national average V -value
reclUIJrea by each standards The estimated national average
maximum V-value (home sales weighted. by state) in each
standard is shown in Table 2s As the table shows, the
revision proposed by the revised standard is significantly
more stringent than any of the existing HUD standardss It
is interesting to note that all three recently proposed
standards from and ASHRAE) would

V-values wen below the three current HUD stan
dards (Title Title and MPS), supporting HUD's
revision of the standard. The revised standard is closest to
that ASHRAEs

Life-Cycle Savingsu Mortgage
Costs, and Energy Savings

The approximate costs and benefits of the proposed stan
dard were compared to current construction practice as
distinguished from HUD Title VI requirementss The aver
age home currently has a U-value somewhat less than the
Title VI requirements because some new homes are built
with U-values at least moderately below the Title VI
maximums Based on home manufacturers' reports of their
most commonly produced model, the mean current-

new manufactured home in the u.s. has an

and double-wide homes using
five specific of equipment and energy were
optimized by ARESs The five energy types for which opti
mum V-values were for each were natural
gas, electric resistance, and electric heat pump..
In aU cases, an electric air-conditioning system was
included. The two manufactured home prototypes (single
wide home and double-wide home), were optimized sepa
rately.. Rather than selecting a few cities to represent the

aU 881 cities available in ARES were useds This
provided a of locations such that any in the
V.S. was close to a for which an optimum V-value
was nr()OlllCe€l.

DrC~aUc~tlc~n of the V -values (881 cities for
for both single- and double-wide

the individual V-values were aggregated to
V-value zones in four steps. individual city V-values
were into state V-values.. single-wide
and double-wide V-values were combined into V-values
for all homes. In the third separate HVAC
ment and energy were into U-values for
all based on the with
which each of in each
Consideration was to fossil fuel
and electric but the combination of all

was selected as for a number of reasons,
InCiuam2 SrrnlPi1<:;lty and with the HUD

The fmal in creation of the maximum U-values was
the creation of zones. The

Sp~~c1l1es the creation of VVcHmate zones" in which a
C1~iO''''''lT·~''''' V-value Since the homes can be o;,Ji.LlI~IIJ""'~

over wide areas and the destination is not known
when the home is the standard needed to define

zones with well-defined boundaries. all
U-value zones were defined as collections of states and the
U-values defined at the level were into
state U-values. A mathematical was used to
group states with similar V-values into V-value zones. The
mathematical caned "hierarchial
defmed groups of states such that the difference between
each state's V-value to the mean U-value in its zone was
minimized & The a
and method of states into zones.. The

criterion for definition of the zones was the
in lJ-values. Four zones were selected as

rep,resentmg the range of V-value optimums found in the
lJ..S .. The U-value to each zone was defined as
the sales average of the U-values for all states in
that zone. The four zones and the V-value
reQIUlr'em~ent associated with each is shown in 1~

6" 20 Conner and Freeborne



U-value
1 0.. 132

2 0.109

3 0.096

-4 0 .. 079

1'1 U-Value Zones{a)

Hawaii is zone 1. Alaska is zone 4.

ap]:)fOJUmlate V-value between 0 .. 140 and 0.125. The aver
age additional cost per current-practice home to meet the

standard would be in the range of $800 to
100. The average present value of the projected energy

was calculated to be 2 to 2.5 times the added
construction cost of the standard. The aggregate

national net present value (costs minus of the
proposed standard compared to current practice was esti
mated to be $300 million for each year's production of
homes.. [This value would be about $400 million (per
year) if all homes were assumed to be built to the current
standard.]

The cost and benefits of the proposed standard, relative to
the Title VI were also estimated. The national
average (sales-weighted) increase in the mortg;age n~:"Jrnl~nt

was $10/month. Note that after 14 years, the mortgage is
paid off while the energy savings continue.. The present
value of the incremental costs (primarily the mortgage and
financing costs) of the standard averaged about $1200.
Nationally, the first year savings in energy costs averaged
$18/month, which slowly escalates over the home life
time. The monthly savings in energy costs exceeds the
monthly mortgage payment increase in all states.. The
present value of the energy savings averaged $3200. The
net present value, including both costs and benefits, is the
most important figure from the homeowner's perspective.
The net present value from the proposed standard aver
aged $2000 per home.
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The insulation R-values by the
'O'...,.llClIi"'118"~of'Ii' Title VI are to the new
reQUlr€~me~nts in Table 3e The old zone 1 (southern half of
the includes most of the new zones 1~ 2, and 3 e The
old zone 2 half of continental UeSe) is apJJ'I"o'xJ.

~l"IIll11'U~~mt:lOlIrlt to the new zone 4. The old zone 3 (not
is Alaska and contained about Oe05% of the

home sales. Recall that the standards prescribes only an
overall maximum not the specific R-values by
component The actual R-values required for a specific
home are on the home and construction
and are sensitive to the window area.

There are a number of social benefits from the
standard that are not reflected in the net present value

minion for each of homes). These
benefits result from the standard's impacts that
are external to the market valuation of manufactured home
energy from the consumer's perspective,

referred to as "externalities" by economists. For example,
the market does not properly value the high marginal cost
of the new utility generation/distribution construction that
would be necessary if not for the more energy-efficient
manufactured homes. Also, the use of average energy
prices in the residential energy market underestimates the
higher than average capacity costs associated with heating
and cooling loads. A major externality to the energy
market is the environmental impact of energy use. This
environmental impact includes the emission of CO2, 802'

and particulates during the generation of electrlcl1tv
and the burning of fossil fuels. Although these "environ
mental externalities ff are difficult to value, they are clearly
large. The present value of environmental externalities
were estimated to be between $50 million and $200
million for each year's production of homes * These
positive social impacts of the revised standard were not
included in the optimization that developed the revised
Sta1I1CUllrd<j but are significant national benefits$
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@ Shorter is better.

@ it

@ is verified in
and in the field. Plan

evaluation should take less than 15 minutessField
verification should add little time to routine

Presume that the
and the field verifier carmot

@ Limit the need for additionallJ_!l.,~...,....... materials.

A standard must be written and
understood to be usefuls .Ke~garlcue:ss of what the sne~lr:lC

re<1lujJ~errlents are, we suggest the lines for
cre,atuuz a usable standard:

Two alternative methods of compliance are suggested for
inclusion in the proposed standard 0 These methods
"provide for alternative practices which result in net
estimated energy consumption equal or less than the
specified standard" (ReDA 1987)0 The first alternative
method allows a trade-off between U-value and HVAC

as was noted earliers An equation for this
calculation is included in the standards The second
alternative allows a calculation or simulation of energy use
to show that a home meets the energy use implicit in the
V-value standards The characteristics of an acceptable
calculation are also suggested.. Although a calculation
could be used with any home, it requires
more effort and is intended only for use with innovative

that are not characterized a U-value..

Alternative Methods of
Compliance

U-Value Calculation Method
talk with each other.

to

writes for two very different

the new standard~@ those who

Who Is

The standards
audiences:

KelQUlrenlent.s must be ..._...,.... ,,1t".......

should be
between

@ those who review and evaluate the ne\v standard

or reference sep1arate £ ..."It""...,A ....""".

aSSlumlpt!C)ns'! and dams In should be
ale to reproduce the numerical values and
rec;luu~enlents in the standard from the written documenta
tions Because the written documentation may be ext:en~~nV~~k

include an executive summary and the details
~ated toilie~t)~Cll~~S

The first audience includes
trade groups, interest groups
energy, consumer, and pro-
fessional To them the standard ret»re~;ents

__'lII"",_,*"hl~lllhT to make

SOInet:OOl2: from l1al:rpenWl2L

a situation.. This

The manufactured home standard is described in terms of
an overall U-value which manufacturers must
calculate for each model of home makes In the
process of the it became clear that
the for calculation of the was vague and
anJlbumO'US. Because enforcement of the standard reaUlrles
a clear definition of the a manual
aermul2 the calculation was written and

The manual also includes load and
load calculationss The methods from the
M!:!!S~lli~l!?m~...!.2~t!Y~~~~. The Handbook
defines methods for use in all of buildings, therefore
it is more than this manuaL The Hand-
book leaves many choices to the
prcrreS:Slonal ~nw"!t~'U1InO' its methods. The Handbook does not
contain claim to methods for
manufactured horness The manual for the stan-
dard clarifies and calculations which
must be used for with HUD's

related to manufactured home
load and load.

Based on our this and other
we make the tolli OWlnQ sUi~gestH)nS to future

Suggestions to Developers of
Future Standards
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Those who use the standards have different needs. Those
who must comply with or enforce a standard need a stan
dard that is usable, as described in the section above.
Developers should be conscious that few people belong to
both groups, and that text that meets the needs of one
group will probably not meet the needs of the other group.

Foremost Insurance Group. 1988& Manufactured Horness·
The Market Facts. Grand Rapids, Missouri.

Gates, H. 1986. Occupied Life of Mobile Homes.
Manufactured Housing Institute, Arlington, Virginia.
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